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Note: SOE – State-owned Enterprise; POE – Private-owned Enterprise; JV – Joint Venture; WOFE – Wholly Owned Foreign Enterprise

China LSHC Industry 2024 Outlook Survey – Framework 

• Survey period: 15 January 2024 to 9 February 2024

• Engaged China-based Life Sciences & Health Care (LSHC) sector operators and investors: 124 respondents 

25%

18%

19%

38%

5%

39%

18%

39%

Company 
Type

SOE
POE
JV
WOFE

Less than RMB 100 million
RMB 100 million to 1 billion
RMB 1 billion to 5 billion
More than RMB 5 billion

2023 
Revenue Size

66%

19%

15%

Less than 5,000
5,000 to 10,000
More than 10,000

No. of 
Employees

19%

46%

35%
Chairman/CEO
C-suite Level
Other Management 
Level

Management 
Level

69%

20%

8% 1%
2%

Industry 
Sector

Pharma
Medical Devices
Healthcare Services
Distributor/ Retailer
Others

Slightly more domestic 
companies, as POE & 

SOE this year are 44%, 
in 2023 just 35%

Similar size respondents 
with 42 having >5k 

employees, in 2023 there 
were 50 respondents

Very consistent 
from 2023

Aligned with size, larger companies 
with revenues >1B are 71 companies, 

in 2023 that segment totaled 75

Very consistent 
from 2023
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China LSHC Business 
Outlook & Considerations
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Note: Large cos – company with 2023 revenue exceed RMB 1 billion; SOE – State-owned Enterprise; POE – Private-owned Enterprise; JV – Joint Venture; WOFE – Wholly Owned Foreign Enterprise; there are a few responses are unknown for 
the 2022 survey therefore the total sum of 2022 percentage may not be 100%

#1. How did your company perform (top line) in 2023FY? 

Overall Business Outlook & Considerations

Key Insights

31%

29%

40%

13%

41%

46%

32%

47%

18%

Annual financial performance is
better than planned

Annual financial performance is
in line with plans

Annual financial performance is
worse than plans

41%

28%

31%

11%

37%

52%

28%

38%

31%

28%

31%

41%

22%

44%

34%

33%

53%

7%

50%

16%

34%

8%

32%

61%

28%

56%

17%

32%

27%

41%

14%

42%

45%

28%

50%

19%

All Large cos SOE&POE WOFE Life Science

• Overall : while 60% saw 2023 results as planned or better, a significant improvement from previous year (~50%) yet 40% had a worse than planned 
performance in 2023 – showing that expectations were high but failed to materialize.

• Large and Foreign companies (WOFE) are gaining better business outcome in 2023FY – probably resulting from a more cautious approach to past year. 
Especially for foreign businesses, as 50% reported a better performance than planned  

• Local companies (SOE/POE) seemed to have had higher expectations for 2023 – and which did not materialize. 

• Surprisingly, life science companies (86/124) are reporting  for 73% either below or above expectations 2023 results – showing that 2023 was full of 
surprises.

2024 Survey 2023 Survey 2022 Survey
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Note: Large cos – company with 2023 revenue exceed RMB 1 billion; SOE – State-owned Enterprise; POE – Private-owned Enterprise; JV – Joint Venture; WOFE – Wholly Owned Foreign Enterprise

#2. Your 2023 business performance was mainly impacted by… 

Overall Business Outlook & Considerations

Key Insights

81%

57%

50%

40%

38%

23%

11%

63%

40%

27%

56%

21%

10%

Effects from the VBP policies or NRDL inclusion

Achieving new product launches in China

Increased business development efforts (e.g. global or
local driven deals)

Partnering with local/domestic organizations to reach a
faster market penetration

Changes in Hospital access during the year

Localizing your supply chain in China

Increased direct patient engagement

All Large cos

⑥

⑦

⑤

④

③

②

①

SOE&POE

⑥

⑦

⑤

④

③

②

①

WOFE

⑥

⑦

⑤

④

③

②

①

C-level

⑥

⑦

⑤

④

③

②

①

Life Science

⑥

⑦

⑤

④

③

②

①

• Pricing and the overall economic value cycle remain the top impact factors for all stakeholders since our last year’s study

• Successful product launch has risen of importance, as this is the new battlefield to stay relevant and also grow topline 

• Enhanced localized business development efforts and allocated resources, together with finding a better market access through partnering models are 
cited by nearly half of the respondents. Especially foreign companies are keen to explore such models.

• Interestingly, the localization programs for existing supply chains remain the same from prior year. Carbon emission as well as global production 
capacities and local market volumes are yet to eventually generate changes.

2024 Survey 2023 Survey
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#3. Within your organizational & business model which are the key changes implemented in 2023?

Overall Business Outlook & Considerations

Key Insights

79%

72%

64%

59%

50%

35%

27%

15%

56%

83%

83%

53%

49%

42%

26%

9%

Marketing and sales teams have been adjusted as a result of policies and regulatory
impact

Marketing and sales teams have been adjusted to reflect new channels

Government affairs and relations have become more important than before

R&D activities in China have had new resources been allocated

Supply chain arrangement have been reviewed and trigger changes going forward

Enhanced (created) and empowered a 'digital' expert team based in China

Enlarged the scope of your shared service center functions inside in China

Arranged shared services support from outside China locations

All

• Aligned with survey results in previous years: commercial team organization and government affairs remain the top three factors to all respondents, but 
we also note that

✓ New channel team re-setting has now been completed thus decline in priorities, and also government affairs are fully embedded and no longer 
require ‘special’ emphasis (more attention)

• R&D related activities and allocated resources are rising in the priority list, while the expert teams (digital) have been covered thus decline in terms of 
priorities.

H
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h
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p
o
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n
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2024 Survey 2023 Survey
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6%

23%

39%

49%

54%

62%

80%

87%

Arranged shared services support from outside
China locations

Enlarged the scope of your shared service
center functions inside in China

Enhanced (created) and empowered a 'digital'
expert team based in China

Supply chain arrangement have been reviewed
and trigger changes going forward

R&D activities in China have had new resources
been allocated

Government affairs and relations have become
more important than before

Marketing and sales teams have been adjusted
to reflect new channels

Marketing and sales teams have been adjusted
as a result of policies and regulatory impact

#3. Deep-dive by stakeholder types

Overall Business Outlook & Considerations

Key Insights

• Policy and regulatory changes continue to impact significantly the commercial team models to all categories of stakeholders in 2023, topic top in mind to 
all c-level and in particularly within large companies and foreign players. SOE & POE are much less concerned & impacted by either regulatory and policy 
changes or expanding into new channels (POE = many pre-commercial companies)

• Local players (SOE&POE) are focusing on increasing resources in R&D activities; and also exploring more shared service arrangement to enhance 
efficiencies and reduce costs. 

• C-level respondents, continue to highlight the importance and focus on government affairs and their critical role to success in the local marketplace  

20%

30%

31%

50%

70%

63%

65%

70%

9%

25%

44%

44%

47%

66%

75%

91%

16%

25%

33%

46%

57%

69%

73%

81%

Large cos SOE&POE WOFE C-level

Note: Large cos – company with 2023 revenue exceed RMB 1 billion; SOE – State-owned Enterprise; POE – Private-owned Enterprise; JV – Joint Venture; WOFE – Wholly Owned Foreign Enterprise
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#4. How do you foresee your China business outlook 2024?

Overall Business Outlook & Considerations

Key Insights

39%

33%

17%

11%

48%

35%

10%

8%

Top line revenue plan 2024 considers
a growth of >10%

Top line revenue plan 2024
considers a growth between 5-10%

Top line revenue plan 2024 considers
a single-digit growth <5%

Top revenue plan 2024 is expected
to decline

• While ca. 90% of all respondents are expecting a positive growth in 2024, yet this is slightly below last year’s optimistic outlook : the uncertainties in the 
global and China economy environment are the underlying causes  

• Notable to see that those expecting a revenue decline in 2024 are up to 11% from 8% - nearly 50% increase 

• Large companies overall are taking a much more prudent outlook for 2024 – as 17% a looking for single digit growth below 5%

• Nearly 50% of Foreign players (WOFE) respondents continue to expect a double-digit growth > 10% for 2024 (overall foreign companies respondents are 
just slightly more ambitious for 2024 – as 81% seen growth higher than 5% (79% in 2023 survey)

39%

38%

17%

6%

44%

40%

8%

8%

48%

33%

13%

6%

66%

22%

5%

7%

48%

33%

13%

6%

47%

32%

13%

8%

38%

33%

18%

11%

46%

38%

10%

7%

2024 Survey 2023 Survey

All Large cos SOE&POE WOFE Life Science

Note: Large cos – company with 2023 revenue exceed RMB 1 billion; SOE – State-owned Enterprise; POE – Private-owned Enterprise; JV – Joint Venture; WOFE – Wholly Owned Foreign Enterprise
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Note: Large cos – company with 2023 revenue exceed RMB 1 billion; SOE – State-owned Enterprise; POE – Private-owned Enterprise; JV – Joint Venture; WOFE – Wholly Owned Foreign Enterprise

#5. How is your current overall business outlook for China for the next 3-5 years?

Overall Business Outlook & Considerations

Key Insights

45%

33%

32%

11%

9%

Our outlook is better than before, so our China focus has been
further elevated within our Group

The China outlook has become less clear and readable thus we are
becoming more cautious allocating investment to China

Our outlook remains the same as previously, also China has to
compete internally to obtain its required investment budgets for

growth

Doing business in China is perceived are riskier with less reward
than before, thus we are getting less resources to develop our

China business

Within our Group, other markets have become more appealing
thus for our China business we are getting less resources

All Large cos

⑤

④

③

②

①

SOE&POE

⑤

④

③

②

①

WOFE

⑤

④

③

①

C-level

⑤

④

③

②

①

Life Science

⑤

④

③

②

①

①

• Comparing to last years survey results :  We note an overall stability and consistency in the level of perceptions.

✓ A minor increase on China’s market importance with an increase to 45% in this year (last year 42%) 

✓ C-level respondents remain confident in the China market with 42% think China outlook remain bright in 2024

✓ Meanwhile, 20% declare shifting investment  (11%) or having less appeal (9%) to other markets slightly increased from 19% in last year.

• Foreign companies are becoming more cautious on the future opportunities in China years by years, with 47% stating that China market has become both 
‘less readable’ and ‘less global-priority’ and only 25% consider China outlook is better than before
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#6. In your latest China market strategy, have you or are you considering the following actions?

Overall Business Outlook & Considerations

52%

50%

38%

37%

35%

17%

16%

57%

53%

45%

30%

10%

13%

Create China specific governance model that differs from other markets

Adjusting your product portfolio reflecting price constraints & risks
generated by VBP and NRDL or the general competitive environment in China

Consider build China localized system or data house reflecting the
compliance risk

Search for Chinese based assets for your product portfolio localization
ambitions

Leverage specific measures and favorable policies in the special zones (e.g.,
GBA, Hainan Boao, etc.)

Consider raising local financial resources from third parties (debt), or even
going public would capital market rules facilitate this

Continuously invest into China ESG/Carbon emission reduction strategy

All

Key Insights

• ‘China-specific solutions’ continued to hold the first place in the China market strategy in this year, resulted from the gradual completion of the forming 
of ‘China-feature’ health care system 

• Foreign and local players value the ‘VBP & NRDL impact’ a lot (1st and 2nd place respectively), the importance level differs a lot from each others (72% vs. 
33%) – indicate that the foreign players are suffering much higher pricing pressure than locals for China market access 

• While 38% of all respondents believe that it is important to localize systems & data, for foreign players this is only the 5th from 7 priorities

• We note also a substantial increase in the potential to raise locally funds – now top in mind for 17% up from 10% last year

• Finally, investing into ESG/carbon emission solutions remains at the bottom for all respondents

2024 Survey 2023 Survey

New!

Large cos

⑦

⑥

③

④

⑤

①

②

SOE&POE

⑥

⑦

⑤

③

②

③

①

WOFE

⑦

⑥

⑤

③

④

①

②

Life Science

⑦

⑥

③

⑤

③

①

②

Note: Large cos – company with 2023 revenue exceed RMB 1 billion; SOE – State-owned Enterprise; POE – Private-owned Enterprise; JV – Joint Venture; WOFE – Wholly Owned Foreign Enterprise
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Regulatory and Digital 
Revolution
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Note: Large cos – company with 2023 revenue exceed RMB 1 billion; SOE – State-owned Enterprise; POE – Private-owned Enterprise; JV – Joint Venture; WOFE – Wholly Owned Foreign Enterprise

#7. With the strengthen in the restriction in data privacy and export in China, has your organization been 
impacted？

New Implementations in Regulatory Affairs and Digital Technology

Key Insights
Yes No

• The data privacy & export restriction impact increased substantially this year, from 42% to 51%, as numerous data transfer related policies and 
regulations were published and became (technically) effective

• Foreign players see the impact more significantly, as 75% this year, indicate to continue adjusting their China-specific strategy to better fit in the fast-
changing regulatory landscape

• For domestic companies showing a higher appetite of ‘going-out’, the data export restrictions are gradually showing impact as well

• Top management respondents (C-level) have now focused their attention to this topic much more that in past year

42%
51%

58%
49%

2023 2024

51% 55%

49% 45%

2023 2024

39%
54%

61%
46%

2023 2024

29%
37%

71%
63%

2023 2024

45%

75%

55%

25%

2023 2024

All SOE&POE WOFELarge cos C-level
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Note: Large cos – company with 2023 revenue exceed RMB 1 billion; SOE – State-owned Enterprise; POE – Private-owned Enterprise; JV – Joint Venture; WOFE – Wholly Owned Foreign Enterprise

#7. Deep-dive – among those who said ‘Yes’, the impact was found in… 

New Implementations in Regulatory Affairs and Digital Technology

• Overall : The impact on operational costs has declined to 36% respondents (down from >60% last year). Largest change resides with domestic companies 
(declined a lot) while foreign players’ impact continues to be rather high with two-thirds of all foreign companies 

✓ The increased operation cost for WOFE may also due to the higher cost for China-only solutions compared to global solutions 

• The R&D and clinical trial activities are less impacted by the nationwide regulatory initiatives – simply due to the initiatives more focus on the post-
marketing events and promotions 

• Interestingly, the impact on the development of ‘China-only’ solution has been reduced in overall – particularly to local players (from 83% to 7%). This 
might be due to most LSHC companies have become more well-prepared for the data issue in China in recent years

36%
42%

26%

63%

41%

11%
8%

11% 13% 11%
15%

18%

7%

19%
14%

All Large cos SOE&POE WOFE C-level All Large cos SOE&POE WOFE C-level All Large cos SOE&POE WOFE C-level

Impacted as resulting in increased operating costs in China Impacted as resulting in less R&D or trial activities being
carried out in China

Impacted as resulting in developing specific China-only
solutions

Key Insights
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#8. Considering China's pace to technology changes and digital patient engagement, has your organization…

New Implementations in Regulatory Affairs and Digital Technology

Key Insights

48%

40%

38%

32%

24%

Allocated more resources to manage your IT & data
compliance framework

Changed your talent model for digital competencies (more
data technology)

Allocated more resources for 2024 to build more capabilities
around data & IT security for your China business

Deployed local IT & data solutions that are different from
the global tools

Built a China-based data house or initiated an ‘in-China’ data 
hosting structure plan

All SOE&POE

⑤

④

③

②

①

WOFE

⑤

④

③

②

①

Large cos

⑤

④

②

①

②

C-level

⑤

②

①

②

②

Rank status: Increase

↓

Decrease↓

↔

No change

↔

↓

↓

↓

New!

↔

↓

↓ ↔

↓ ↓ ↓ ↓

↔ ↓ ↔ ↔

↓ ↔

↓ ↓

• IT & data related investments continue to attract a larger portion of the compliance related investments, with 48% of all respondents – but is reducing 
for foreign companies (only 4th priority out of 5) indicating that they believe having a robust system & process in place already

• Competition in digital talents has escalated in 2024, elevated by all players to their 2nd highest priority – the talent war is core to in-market 
competitiveness for all companies

• Foreign players  continue to review and opt for local IT & data solutions that eventually are different from global tools 

• A China-based data house is cited by only 24% of all respondents, and consistently ranking 5th priority and last

Note: Large cos – company with 2023 revenue exceed RMB 1 billion; SOE – State-owned Enterprise; POE – Private-owned Enterprise; JV – Joint Venture; WOFE – Wholly Owned Foreign Enterprise
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Note: Large cos – company with 2023 revenue exceed RMB 1 billion; SOE – State-owned Enterprise; POE – Private-owned Enterprise; JV – Joint Venture; WOFE – Wholly Owned Foreign Enterprise

#9. Under the China nationwide regulatory initiatives, have you and your organization… 

New Implementations in Regulatory Affairs and Digital Technology

67%

68%

61%

66%

65%

33%

32%

39%

34%

35%

All

Large cos

SOE&POE

WOFE

C-level

Yes No

• Over two-third of respondents felt 
harder patient access under the 
nationwide regulatory initiatives

• Interestingly, local player 
respondents felt slightly less 
pressures for the difficulty in 
patient access compared to others 

37%

28%

31%

38%

38%

63%

72%

69%

63%

62%

37%

34%

37%

31%

40%

63%

66%

63%

69%

60%

60%

66%

46%

81%

65%

40%

34%

54%

19%

35%

31%

30%

33%

31%

28%

69%

70%

67%

69%

72%

#9.1. Have you observed more 
difficult patient access from August 
2023 and onwards? 

#9.2. Has your revenues been 
impacted in Q3 and Q4 2023 by 10% 
or more?

#9.3. Has your new patient 
enrollment programs reduced by 
more than 10%?

#9.4. Has your market direct 
engagement (e.g. medical events, 
conferences, etc.) reduced by more 
than 15%?

#9.5. Has your OPEX been reduced by 
15% or more in 2023?

• The revenue impact was less than 
expected with only 37% felt 
impacted

• The revenue impact was less in 
large cos and local players 
respondents 

• The patient enrollment was less 
impacted as the regulatory 
initiatives majorly focus on the 
illegal sales and promotion events

• Foreign players usually has a 
stricter patient compliance 
requirement hence felt less 
impacted

• The market events are impacted 
the most – many medical events 
and conferences were on hold or 
cancelled since mid-2023

• Foreign players sell patent 
products mostly, which may 
involve more medical events to 
exchange medical information 
compared to the locals.

• There was limited impact on the 
OPEX – since the major impact is 
on the external event and access

• Top management team felt the 
least impact on the OPEX reduce 

Key Insights Key Insights Key Insights Key Insights Key Insights
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#10. With China's regulatory environment keep adjusting, do you think that…

New Implementations in Regulatory Affairs and Digital Technology

Key Insights

59%

52%

52%

46%

36%

35%

20%

New drug registrations will continue to accelerate and your market access
for innovative assets will further be facilitated

Your direct market and patient engagement will need further adjustment
in the future to meet the new regulatory and compliance requirements

Domestic companies will gain a further preferential treatment in your
market segments

The stepping up effort in applying AI and digital technology throughout
your business value chain

Your global supply chain organization might require an adjustment to
further localize, increase domestic sourcing in your value chain

China's health administration will try to motivate foreign companies in
licensing and partnering transactions to further localize

Your imports are likely to attract higher duties or increased scrutiny on
transfer pricing arrangements

All Large cos

⑥

⑦

③

④

⑤

②

①

SOE&POE

⑥

⑦

③

⑤

④

①

②

WOFE

⑥

⑦

⑤

④

②

②

①

C-level

⑥

⑦

⑤

④

①

③

①

• Innovation and new assets remain the critical focus to all respondents, especially to large cos (70%) and WOFE (66%) yet relatively a less-important 
focus to local players (52%).

• The localization of supply chain for WOFE has changed a low 4th rank, from top rank in 2023

• To SOE&POE respondents, the local-preferential policies are the most critical factor (59%) yet is ranked as the last-third for WOFE (38%), which 
indicating a different regulatory landscape forecast among domestic and foreign players. 

✓ The application of advanced digital and AI tools are receiving higher attention, especially to foreign players, to fasten and improve the product 
lifecycle of their innovation assets 

Note: Large cos – company with 2023 revenue exceed RMB 1 billion; SOE – State-owned Enterprise; POE – Private-owned Enterprise; JV – Joint Venture; WOFE – Wholly Owned Foreign Enterprise
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New Business 
Opportunities & Challenges
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#11. For new market channels beyond the traditional 'in hospital channel', has your company increased 
investment on these new channels?

Catalysts for China Business Investment

Key Insights

54%

51%

46%

66%

58%

23%

32%

24%

19%

22%

23%

17%

30%

16%

21%

All

Large cos

SOE&POE

WOFE

Life Science

This investment be done through 
alliances with third parties

Build the online business 
channel through own capability

Have not increased emphasis 
into ‘new distribution channels’

• Unsurprisingly a large majority (77%) of all respondents are deploying investment in the development of ‘new channels’ as a key for market penetration 
and growth.  

• Very notable difference between domestic and foreign companies, as 66% of foreign review (and use) the deeper penetration using an alliance model & 
third-party partners, while domestic companies prefer to operate these channels directly.

• Larger companies, having more resources are also using internal resources to expand into the direct to patient or platform online model.

• Domestic companies SOE & POE’s seem less engaged in exploring new channels with 30% responding ‘no particular emphasis’

Note: Large cos – company with 2023 revenue exceed RMB 1 billion; SOE – State-owned Enterprise; POE – Private-owned Enterprise; JV – Joint Venture; WOFE – Wholly Owned Foreign Enterprise
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Note: Large cos – company with 2023 revenue exceed RMB 1 billion; SOE – State-owned Enterprise; POE – Private-owned Enterprise; JV – Joint Venture; WOFE – Wholly Owned Foreign Enterprise

#12. What are the most relevant considerations from your perspectives when introducing new products into 
China?

Catalysts for China Business Investment

Key Insights

5.5 

3.7 

3.5 

3.3 

2.8 

2.2 

5.5 

3.8 

3.6 

3.3 

2.6 

2.2 

Market potential and patient population needs/demand

Right business model and supply chain alignment with the global
business including appropriate transfer pricing policies

Global and local competition specific to the China market

Potential price adjustments resulting from government driven
initiatives

Government incentives including tax incentives and other
government supports

Specific patient support programs being prioritized and favored
by central/local governments

All Large cos

⑥

④

②

⑤

③

①

SOE&POE

⑥

③

⑤

④

①

②

WOFE

⑥

⑤

④

③

②

①

C-level

⑥

⑤

④

②

③

①

• Overall : Scale matters ! Consistently over prior years, this is cited by all players as the key & core reason of China’s market attractiveness

• Local players focus less on the price changes while foreign players focus more on the pricing strategy and economic returns throughout the product life 
cycle – resulting from the government driven initiatives (shorter time to NRDL, VBP etc…).

• Larger companies overall, take more seriously the ‘China to Global (C2G)’ as a competitive threat, as local companies innovation results and assets, show 
every year encouraging results, making them eventually true global players going forward

Rank status: Increase

↓

Decrease↓

↔

No change

↓

↓

↔

↔

↔

↔

↔

↔

↓

↓

↓
↔

↔

↓

↔

↓

↔

↔

↔

↔

↔

↔

↔

↔

2024 Survey 2023 Survey
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Note: Large cos – company with 2023 revenue exceed RMB 1 billion; SOE – State-owned Enterprise; POE – Private-owned Enterprise; JV – Joint Venture; WOFE – Wholly Owned Foreign Enterprise

#13. Some industrial players have engaged in M&A / License deals to enhance their ‘China for China’ 
portfolio, while some are using specific investment vehicles to participate into the China's innovation space 
as investors (direct / indirect). And your organization is…

Catalysts for China Business Investment

Key Insights

42% 44% 44% 41% 44%

56%
63%

52%
63%

57%
51%

63%

31%

69%

48%

9%
4%

9% 9% 10%

All Large cos SOE&POE WOFE C-level All Large cos SOE&POE WOFE C-level All Large cos SOE&POE WOFE C-level All Large cos SOE&POE WOFE C-level

We are planning to increase our investment
resources

We have enhanced (created) a localized business
development function

We are identifying potential local acquisition/
partnering targets in respect of entities or pipelines

We are considering retracting from this because of
its lower-than-expected benefits

• China holds a must-do investment to most of respondents (91%), however over half of respondents are being cautious and holding a reserved attitude 
in increasing the investment. The overall investment appetite with 42% indicating an increase remains positive. It is slightly below prior year, down from 
53%. This echoes our earlier finding in previous questions for the ‘higher risk’ perceived in the China market.

• Foreign companies have further enhanced their local ‘China for China’ business development functions and teams. Numerous recent transactions have 
shown that Chinese assets can be of interest either, for global markets but enhance a local market product pipeline in the short term.

• In contrast, local players are less favoring in acquisitions simply due to the higher cashflow pressure in recent years  

Yes No

50%
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#14. Which area you expect that your business strategy and investment for China market will be adjusted or 
changed in 2024?

Catalysts for China Business Investment

Key Insights

46%

46%

44%

40%

35%

32%

25%

24%

60%

47%

43%

57%

Review specifically pipeline and portfolio choices for China

Implement better ROI assessment on the market engagement investment

Accelerate your market access programs in China

Increase the R&D investment to support localized product development

Enlarge the adoption of digital technology in your business value chain

Increase the compliance investment to meet the new regulatory standards

Increased localization of your supply chain and enlarging industrial
operations in China

Review talent and management structures, thus increasing a larger multi-
cultural approach to your China operations

All Large cos SOE&POE WOFE C-level

①

Life Science

②

③

④

⑤

⑥

⑦

⑧

①

②

③

④

⑤

⑥

⑦

⑧

①

②

③

④

⑤

⑥

⑦

⑦

①

②

③

④

⑤

⑥

⑦

⑧

①

①

③

④

⑤

⑥

⑦

⑧

• With the China market becoming more mature – attention crystalizes further on pipeline/portfolio choices and more so the ROI, in particular on the 
ever-rising market engagement costs. This is particularly true for the foreign companies and all c-suite respondents.  

• The importance of accelerating market access has dropped significantly, from 60% in 2023 to 44%, as the market access pathway in China, has now been 
further standardized, transparent and greatly accelerated. 

• For local players, their concerns continue to be in the area of R&D investment, to increase asset quality and afterwards achieve a profitable market 
reflecting a higher focus on the ‘go-to market’ planning we see.

• Foreign companies indicate that digital technologies remain in the center of their operational model and its enhancement (higher control ?)

New!

New!

New!

New!

2024 Survey 2023 Survey

Note: Large cos – company with 2023 revenue exceed RMB 1 billion; SOE – State-owned Enterprise; POE – Private-owned Enterprise; JV – Joint Venture; WOFE – Wholly Owned Foreign Enterprise
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In conclusion 
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Step back : Let’s review our 2023 predictions 
Predictions What happened

China’s innovation landscape has many players with unique and niche 

capabilities. Localization ambitions will allow for some to emerge as 

core market expansion solutions to foreign players.

The battle for global talent will re-start in 2023 and the speed of 

innovation in China will rise and accelerate once again. New product 

launch will become the key growth driver.

Supply chain localization has become more important especially for 

high volume products and increased domestic competition. With a 

favorable momentum, now is the time to review all options. 

Digitalization and building a ‘China-fit’ eco-system has been the 

emphasis for many players during these ‘covid-years’. This trend will 

continue.

Business compliance activities during these covid-years have been 

neglected or reduced. We shall see more emphasis of those going 

forward as regulators increase their activities.

• Out licensing deals hit a five year high in 2023: a total of 61 out licensing 

deals were inked in 2023, 21 more than in 2022, with many FIC/BIC assets

that covering various novel segments such as ADC, CGT, etc. 

• In Apr. 2023, the NMPA issued new regulations that further optimized the 

regulatory approval process and evaluation of novel drugs, to strengthen 

the concept of ‘clinical performance driven’ innovation

• In Nov. 2023, the NHSA proposed the “Newly Approved Drug Initial Price 

Formation Mechanism”, aiming to provide reasonable returns for 

innovative assets in the early stages of commercialization

• The strengthened normalization of VBP and the standardization of NRDL 

updates have raised the cautious among foreign players and urged the 

stepping up effort in the supply chain localization

• In 2023, pharma MNC are increasing the investment in Chinese local 

biotech via M&A deals, even for a premium acquisition, to enhance their 

‘China-fit’ ecosystem establishment

• Starting from mid-2023, health regulators have initiated nationwide anti-

corruption moves. The comprehensive corrective action across the entire 

industry chain from all aspects of the LSHC sector have resulted in many 

‘black swan’ events and the reshaped the regulatory landscape
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Review of our 2023 predictions 

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

• Future of work is closer and will 
arrive faster

• New technologies will accelerate 
the move to a healthier China

• Partnering and building new 
business model will be key to 
capture markets

• Government and regulators speed 
up their ‘Healthy 2030’ plans and 
objectives

• Rapid development of online 
modes & channel is bringing B2C 
models to the industry, and 
increases emphasis on regulation 
in data security and compliances

• China’s market will continue to 
grow faster than most mature 
markets and will be impossible to 
be ignored 

• The influence power of 
government sectors is still 
increasing, especially with the 
medical pricing reform and data 
protection regulation updates

• The pace of innovation growth has 
been accelerated as a result of the 
formulation of various 
partnerships and R&D investment

• More and more companies are 
formulating more and more a 
China-specific business model and 
strategy 

• Digitalization and building a 
‘China-fit’ eco-system has been 
the emphasis for many players 
during these ‘covid-years’. This 
trend will continue.

• The battle for global talent will re-
start in 2023 and the speed of 
innovation in China will rise and 
accelerate once again. New 
product launch will become the 
key growth driver.

• Business compliance activities 
during these covid-years have 
been neglected or reduced. We 
shall see more emphasis of those 
going forward as regulators 
increase their activities.

• China’s innovation landscape has 
many players with unique and 
niche capabilities. Localization 
ambitions will allow for some to 
emerge as core market expansion 
solutions to foreign players.

• Supply chain localization has 
become more important especially 
for high volume products and 
increased domestic competition. 
With a favorable momentum, now 
is the time to review all options. 

For 2024, we predict that…
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China LSHC Market Insight and Outlook in 2024 

China LSHC Business Outlook & 
Considerations

Regulatory and Digital 
Compliance Revolution

New Business Opportunities & 
Challenges

• With the emphasis and speed-up in forming a 
‘China-feature’ healthcare system, the 
importance of developing ‘China-specific’ 
solutions has been again raised

• Both foreign and local players are optimizing 
their pipeline and going lean in order to strive 
with a slower economic pace 

• In addition, market access strategy, for both 
going-in and going-out, have become a 
critical considerations to all players to stay 
competitive in the market 

• The massive, still on-going, nationwide 
regulatory initiative is reshaping the 
compliance matters in China LSHC market 

• The strengthened data privacy and export
related regulations updates start to showing 
impact in 2023 and onwards 

• The compliance and resilience in managing 
external marketing activities and digital 
implications upon the improvement of 
compliance and data security related system

• The economic uncertainties and the 
accelerated medical reform pace, LSHC  
players become more cautious in new 
investments 

• Survey result showed that many industrial 
players are re-assessing the ROI and the 
pricing strategy for China market

• Therefore, many LSHC companies in China are 
now reviewing all options and resources to 
seek for a better ‘China-fit’ development 

China’s innovation landscape has been 

more standardized and regulated, which 

will further eliminate players lack of 

sufficient capability to keep up with China 

LSHC market growth

‘Comprehensiveness’, ‘professionalism’, and 

‘accuracy’ are the keys to survive under the 

new regulatory and compliance landscape 

in China LSHC market

The future investment will be slowed in 

2024 with a shifting from fast expansion to 

secure existing resources instead. The

potential to commercialize will become 

more important 
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China LSHC Market Insight and Outlook in 2024 

China LSHC Business Outlook & 
Considerations

Regulatory and Digital 
Compliance Revolution

New Business Opportunities & 
Challenges

China’s innovation landscape has been 

more standardized and regulated, which 

will further eliminate players lack of 

sufficient capability to keep up with China 

LSHC market growth

‘Comprehensiveness’, ‘professionalism’, and 

‘accuracy’ are the keys to survive under the 

new regulatory and compliance landscape 

in China LSHC market

The future investment will be slowed in 

2024 with a shifting from fast expansion to 

secure existing resources instead. The

potential to commercialize will become 

more important 

Market engagement model will require adjustments, impacting resource deployment

Pipeline and product launches will require in-market focused approaches, impacting global collaboration

China regulatory environment will continue to strengthen, requiring compliance programs to be enhanced

Local data technologies accelerated through Gen-AI technologies will shape many new processes going forward

Impact 1

Impact 2

Impact 3

Impact 4
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Appendix

Large companies (71/124) composition: companies with 
revenue above RMB 1 billion in 2023 

The average score was calculated based on the weight of its 
rank in each answer for question #12

• The weight for each rank is different and is descending from rank 1 to 
rank 6

▪ Rank 1 = 6 score; rank 2 = 5 score; rank 3 = 4 score; rank 4 = 3 
score; rank 5 = 2 score; rank 6 = 1 score

• The average weight score calculation formula: [(rank 1 #)*6+(rank 2 
#)*5+(rank 3 #)*4+(rank 4 #)*3+(rank 5 #)*2+(rank 6 #)*1)]/(total 
respondent #) 

▪ For example, the option A was selected for 13 times: rank 1 for 
three times; rank 2 for four times; rank 3 for twice; rank 4 for 
twice; rank 5 for once; rank 6 for once

▪ the average weight score of option A will be: [(3*6) + (4*5) + (2*4) 
+ (2*3) +(1*2)+ (1*1)] / 13 = 4.23

▪ The average weight score of option A will be 4.23

• A higher average weight score represent a higher importance degree of 
the subject to respondents

Chairman/CEO, 10%

C-suit Level, 51%
Other Management 

Level, 39%

SOE, 6%

POE, 30% JV, 13% WOFE, 52%

Pharma, 80%

Medical Devices, 13%

Healthcare Services, 6%

Distributor/ Retailer, 1%

Less than 5,000, 
41%

5,000 to 10,000, 
32%

More than 10,000, 
27%

Company 
Type

Function 
Type

Industry 
Sector

No. of 
Employees
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